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 The last Demonlord, Gorgon, vanished. An old man, Spard, knew the truth about Gorgon. Gorgon, he said, sent the demon lord
to a parallel world to await the time that he would emerge again. The gameplay in this game is similar to the original. In this

game, Spard and 2 helpers must rescue children of the earth and return to their world. Reception The PC version of the original
game was met with mixed reviews from critics upon its release. The most common complaint was about the controls, which

were criticized for being confusing and not intuitive. The PC version of Sonic X was originally released in 1997, which came
out roughly two months after the Sega Saturn version of the game. The game was one of the first games to be released for the

32-bit gaming consoles and the first to be released to arcades in the West. At the time of its release, it was described as a 'cross-
platform edition of Sonic the Hedgehog' by reviewers. On release, Famitsu scored the Sega Saturn version of Sonic X at 29 out
of 40. GamePro magazine gave the game a 'B' rating. Writing for Next Generation, Nintendo Power said that Sega's last Saturn
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game, Crazy Taxi, "fumbled the ball on every level". The PC version of the game received even worse reviews. It was criticized
by critics for being simple and not having enough content. Reviewing the Game Boy version of the game, GamePro gave the
game a 'B' rating. It complimented the game for its graphics, controls, and music, though criticized its gameplay and sound.
Next Generation reviewed the Game Boy version of the game, rating it two stars out of five, and stated that "This is an easy,

mindless game, and a disappointing one at that." Next Generation reviewed the PC version of the game, rating it three stars out
of five, and stated that "Despite its flaws, this is a fun action game with an awesome 3D graphics engine." Sonic X was awarded

'Best Saturn Game' by GamePro magazine in 1997. The game also won 'Best Action Game' at the 1996 Game Developers
Conference. Notes References External links Category:Sonic the Hedgehog video games Category:1996 video games

Category:Cooperative video games Category:Game Boy games Category:Sega Game Gear games Category:Sega Saturn games
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